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Text Classification

• Given a training dataset , and a test dataset . 

• Learning a classifier  on  so that it can perform perfectly on . 

• Typically,  and  hold across  and ; That is, no domain 
shift or concept shift. 

• E.g., intent detection 

• “how is the weather today?” => “weather”. 

Dtr = {(xi, yi)}i Dts = {(xi, yi)}i

fθ : x → y Dtr Dts

x ∼ P(X) y ∈ Y Dtr Dts



Few-shot Text Classification

• Text classification under concept shift; That is, . 

• E.g., new intents may emerge now and then 

• These new intents usually come with only a few examples, <100 per class. 

• Similar to cold start phenomenon in recommender systems. 

• Conventional classifiers can not generalize.

Ytr ∩ Yts = ∅



Cross-domain Text Classification

• Text classification under domain shift; That is, . 

• E.g., we have a plenty of sentiment annotations from the restaurant domain 
but we want to perform sentiment classification on the electronics domain 

• “The sushi here is great.” => “positive”. 

• “The resolution of the display is terrific.” => “?”. 

• Conventional classifiers get degraded performance.

Ptr(X) ≠ Pts(X)



Cross-domain Few-shot Text Classification (XFew)

• Sometimes a new domain comes with a new label set. 

• E.g., 

• “How is the weather today?” => “weather”. (“siri” domain) 

• “How to cancel the credit card?” => “cancellation of credit card.” (banking 
domain) 

• A small yet important step towards achieving lifelong text classification.



Few-shot Classifiers

• Few-shot classifiers 

• Metric-based 

• Optimization-based 

• Etc.



N-way K-shot Setting

• N-way K-shot setting is arranged for evaluation of few-shot classifiers 

• N-way stands for N classes, and K-shot stands for K examples per class. 

• An episode contains N-way K-shot support examples, and N-way Q-shot 
query examples. 

• A few-shot classifier should adapt to the offered support examples and be 
evaluated on the query examples during an episode. 

• An evaluation result is obtained by averaging results of multiple episodes. 

• In order to align training and evaluation, previous few-shot classifiers conduct 
episode-based arrangement also at training time.



N-way K-shot Setting

• An illustration with the image scenario (here, 2-way 4-shot).



Few-shot Classifiers Can Fail

• Given the limited number of classes seen at each episode, we hypothesize 
the classifier can not gain a good insight of class manifolds, or a good class 
capacity. 

• N-way sampling shall be good for in-domain scenarios, but can fail few-shot 
classifiers for cross-domain scenarios.

Solid lines - sampled classes 
Dashed lines - other classes 
Yellow - seen classes 
Green - in-domain unseen classes 
Purple - cross-domain unseen classes

A few-shot classifier (w/ small class capacity) can hardly extrapolate. 



A Simple Baseline Performs Considerably

• N-way K-shot setting seems to be not suitable for cross-domain scenario, we 
are driven by this thus propose a simple baseline, named PtNet. 

• Train conventionally (larger class capacity compared with training schemes 
constrained by the N-way K-shot setting). 

• Induct classifier weights instantly (able to adapt in a few-shot manner 
required by the N-way K-shot setting).



Experimental Setup

• Two intent detection datasets, one is from home domain and the other is from 
banking domain. 

• Constructing two in-domain datasets and two cross-domain datasets from 
above two. 

• 5-way {1, 5, 10}-shot setting.



In-domain Evaluation

• Our PtNet can nice results on in-domain evaluation.



Cross-domain Evaluation

• Our PtNet is better than baselines on cross-domain evaluation.



Conclusion

• Few-shot classifiers perform less promisingly on XFew. 

• PtNet can perform considerably better than previous methods on XFew. 

• XFew is still challenging.


